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EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATION OF TAIL-PIPE-

BURNKR DESIGN VARIABLES

By W. A. Fleming, E. William Conrad, and-A. W. Young

The results of several ewerimental tail-pipe-burner investi-
gations conducted at the NACA Letis laboratory during the past few
years s2e sunmarized to indicate the effects of tail-pipe-burner
design vsrlables on the performance and operating characteristics.
Numerous tail-pipe-burner configurationswere investigated, msny of
which formed orderly series that permitted studying the effect of a
single design vsriable. Most of the co~igurations were investigated
over a wide range of altitudes and flight Mach numbers.

&-.. The data presented indicate the effect of changes in the principal
design variables on tail-pipe-burner performance and, within the limits

> of present knowledge, indicate the desirable design features of a tail-
8 pipe burner

exhaust-gas
that will operate with high combustion efficiency end
temperature up to an sltitude of approximately 50,000 feet.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of tail-pipe burning for thrust augmentation of turbojet
engines has introduced many new problems in turbojet-engine resesrch.
One of these problems is to determine the effects of tail-pipe-burner
design variables on the burner performance end operating characteristics.
Designers of tail-pipe burners have been handicapped by a lack of
specific information that would aid in selecting suitable burner
dimensions, flame-holder geometry and size, diffuser shapes, exhaust
nozzles, fuel systems, and ignition systems. As a result, designers
have often had to resort primarily to trial-and-error experiments based
on a meager background of co?ibustionresesrch.

.
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The following requirements must be considered in designing a
tail-pipe burner for a given application:

1. Maximum thrust 5. Mfiiimums“ize

2. Maximum operable range 6. “Low internsl-pressurelosses

3. High combustion efficiency 7. Adequate cooling

4. Minimum weight 8. Good control

Each of these requirements conflicts with one or more of the others
and the relative importshce of each vsries with the particular burner
application. Maximum thrust, operable range, and conibustioneffi-
ciency would logically be obtained under optimim conditi~s for com-
bustion; that is, when the velocity of the gas entering the conibustion.
zone is low} when there are suitable sheltered regions in which the
initial phases of conibus.tioncan be sustained, end When the combustion
chsmber is sufficiently long to permit completion of cofiustion before
the gases leave the exhaust nozzle. On the other hand, minimum weight-
and size require a burner of small diameterj which will increase the
gas velocity, or a short-burnerlength, which wifi reduce the time avail-
able for combustion of the mixture within the burner. Low internal- -
pressure losses require a good diffuser design, low gas velocities and
the smallestpossible fltie holder. ‘Prcnnlsion.forcooli~ requires
additional weight and may result in some perfo-ce loss. Good control
requires a dependable ignition source and a satisfactory continuously
vsriable exhaust nozzle, which poseg a formidable problem in regard to
cooling and ejector performance.

..

In order to provide information that would assist designers in
selecting the proper configurationto satisfy these burner requirements
for a particular application, a research progrWi on tail-pipe burning has
been in progress at the NACA,Lewis laboratory. Experimental investiga-
tions have been conducted on several types of engine with numerous tail-
pipe-burner configurations. Some of the results are presented in refer-
ences 1 to 8. Many of the burner configurationsformed orderly series
that demonstrated the effect of changing a s-hgle”designvariable, &d .
most of the configurations,were investigatedover a tide rsnge of simu-
lated altitudes and flight speeds.

Data obtained in the altiiiudewind tunnel with a representative
number of these configurationsare summrized in this report to show as
clesrly as possible the effect 05several design variables on the perform-
ance characteristicsof the tail-pipe-burner.@rrangementsinvestigated
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and to point out the desirable features in the design of a tail-pipe
burner. The vsriablea discussed are flane-holder design,fuel distri-
bution, burner-inlet velocity, combustion-chamberlength, tail-pipe
cooling, tail-pipe diffusers, variable-area exhaust nozzles, and
ignition systems. Over-aUl performance of a tail-pipe burner that
included a number of the desirable design features is also shown.

APPmAmJs

Installation

All of the investigations reported herein were conducted with
axial-flow-type turbojet engines installed on a wing section in the
altitude wind tunnel. A typical engine and tail-pipe-burner instal-
lation is shown in figure 1. l)ryrefrigerated air was provided to the
engine through a duct from the tunnel make-up air system. This air
was throttled from approximately sea-level pressure to the desired
pressure-at the compressor inlet, while the static pressure in the
tunnel was so maintained as to correspond to the desired altitude.
The duct was connected to the
labyrinth seal that permitted
with the tunnel scales.

Burner

engine by mesns of a slip joint tith a
engine thrust measurements to be made.

Configurations

A typical tail-pipe burner is shown in figure 2 to illustrate.
the location of the burner components. The fuel injectors were located
in the diffuser section. Sheltered regions for seating the flame were
provided by the downstream end of the diffuser inner body and by the
flame holders, which were installed from 3 to 6 inches behind the
diffuser inner body. The tail-pipe combustion chsmbers were cylindri-
cal, except for one series of configurations, and were approximately
4 feet in +ength, except for those cases in which the effect of
combustion-chsmberlength was being investigated. For most recent
investigations,variable-area exhaust nozzles of the clamsheU type
were used; however, most of the configurations discussed herein were
investigated with a fixed conical exhaust nozzle tith the mea selected
to give approximately limiting turbine-outlet temperature when operating
with an exhaust-gas temperature of 3000° to 3500° R. An int~nal liner
was installed in some of the burner configurationsto provide cooling
of the outer shell. This liner etiended the full length of the burner
section and to tithin about 2 inches of the exhaust-nozzle outlet.

.
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Two types of fuel injector shown in figure 3 were used.
The injectors consisted of flattened radial spray tubes which injected
the fuel in @inging jets or in soli”djets directed normal to the
tail-~ipe gas flow. Fuel injectors of these types were selected
because it was felt that they would provide the desired fuel and air
mixtures with a minimum obstruction in the diffuser passage. In
addition, such spray tubes can be quickly constructed or modified
without machining operations,permitting convenient control of fuel
and air distribution, and requiring no internal fuel manifold. With
the first type of spray tube (fig. 3(a)), fuel was injected through
impinging jets that provided a flat spray at fuel-supply pressures as
low as 20 pounds per square inch. With the secoridtype of spray tube
(fig. 3(b)), fuel was injected in solid jets normal to the direction of
gas flow. The fuel used in the tail-pipe burners was unleaded gasoline,
conforming to specificationAN-F-48b, grade-80, and the fuel used in the
engines conformed to specificationAN-F-32.

●

The large number of flame holders used in the investigations can
be grouped into five general types. Four of the flame-holder types,
illustrated in figure 4, comprised a two-ri@ V-gutter type flmne

.-

holder, a radial-@tter type flame holder, a“semitoroidaltype flame
holder, and a stag~-t~e fuel-cooled flsme holder. These types of flame
holder were used in conjunctionwith the flmne seat at the downstream
end of the inner cone. The fifth flame-holder type comprised only the
inner-cone flsme seat, which is referred to as the pilot cone.

The two-ring V-gutter flsme holders cotrsistedof two annular
gutters joined together by four radial gutters. Flsme holders of this
type were designed.to provide good coverage-of the combustion-chamber
area wtthout allowing flame to seat near the-burner”shell-.“The””ratial-”
gutter flsme holder consisted of a single annulsz gutter from which a
number of radial gutters extended both toward the center of the burner
and toward the outer shell. This type of f~e holder was designed to”
block approximatelythe same area as the two-ring V-gutter flsme holders
and at the sane time to offer a maximum perimeter f“romwhich vortices
and circulation could emanate. The semitoroidalflame holder consisted
of a single ring having a semicircular Cross section with the arc
upstresm and the downstream side closed. This flame holder’blocked
approximately 0.60 as much area as the two-ring and radial-gutter flame
holders aad consequently caused less pressu@ loss.

The stage-type fuel-cooled flsme holder was designed to produce
burning in three stages, with each downstream ring partly immersed in
flame from the preceding ring. This flmne.holder was cooled by fiel
supplied to each of the rings throw. the m~fiting tubes. The fuel waS
then injected into the gas stresm through orifices located at the —
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leading edge of.
desirability of

the rings. Preliminary experiments indicated the
locating the largest of the three rings upstream.

With the order of the rings reversed, that is, with the lsrge ring
co
U-3 downstream, not only was the burning length for the large ring less,
% but the blocking effect of the small forward rings forced the air flow

toward the outer shell and thereby increased the gas velocity in the
region of the large ring, where it was already highest.

The pertinent dimensions
discussed herein sre given in
sidered representative of the
gated.

and details of the configurations
table I. These configurations we con-
large number of configurations investi-

PROCEDURE AND INSTRUMENTATION

Each configuration was evaluated over a rsnge of altitudes and
flight Mach numbers at rated engine speed. Because a variable-area
exhaust-nozzle that would withstand extended periods of tail-pipe
burning was not available at the beginning of the progrem, fixed-area
e~ust-nozzles were used to investigate the design vsriables. A
variable-area efiaust-nozzlewas used in the later phases of the pro-

A grm to determine the over-all performance of a burner that included
a number of the desirable design features. In order to nwke the data
generally applicable, the operating conditions of the tail-pipe burners

r.
. are e~ressed in terms of burner-inlet total pressure, total tempera-

ture, and velocity. At each simulated flight condition, the lxzrner
was operated over a range of tail-pipe fuel-air ratios from approxi-
mately lean blow-out to the fuel-air ratio that gave limtting turbine-
outlet temperature. Tail-pipe fuel-air ratio is defined as the ratio
of tail-pipe fuel flow to unburned air flow entering the tail pipe,
assuming complete combustion of the engine fuel (equation (8), appendix].

The tail-pipe burners were instrumented at the location shown in
figuxe 5. A comprehensive total-pressure and temperature survey was
made at the turbine outlet with four to six rakes, depending on the
particular engine installation. Static pressure was measure?iat the
burner inlet with four wall orifices, and a water-cooled survey rake
was installed at the efiaust-nozzle outlet to measure total and static
pressures. Air flow was determined from a survey of total pressure,
total temperature, and static pressure at the engine inlet. Engine and
tail-pipe fuel flows were individually measured ”tithcalibrated rotam-
eters. The manner in which tail-pipe burner performance was calculated
from these measurements is discussed in the appendix.

.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Burner-Inlet Conditions

Typical variations of burner-inlet total pressure, total tempera-
ture, and velocity with tail-pipe fuel-airgatio during .operat’ionwith .“
a fixed-area exhaust nozzle are shown in figure 6 for several altitudes
and two flight Mach numbers. Burner-inlet total pressures and te~era-
tures are considered equal to the values,measured at the turbine outlet.

At a given altitude and flight Mach nu@ber, ariincreasein tail- .
pipe fuel-air ratio result,edin a rise in burner-inlet total pressure
and total temperature accompanied by a slight reduction in burner-
inl.etvelocity. An increase in altitude or reduction of flight Mach
number at a given tail-pipe fuel-air ratio~wered the burner-inlet
total pressure and raised the burner-inlet velocity. For SOme other
engines, a variation in flight conditions had no appreciable-effect
on burner-inlet velocity. Because the variation of burner-inlet total
temperature with altitude’~d flight Mach number ie primsrily dependent on
the tail-pipe combustion efficiency, the trends of burner-inlet tempera-
ture with altitude and flight Mach number showmin figure 6 are not
general for all coqf’igurations.

The exhaust-nozzle srea for each series of configurationswas
chosen, as mentioned previously, to give limiting turbine-outlet tempera-
ture when operating at efiaust-gas“t&mperat-iiresof 3000° to 3500° R.
At low tail-pipe fuel-air ratios, therefore, where the turbine-outlet
temperature was 200° to 400° F below the limiting value, the combustion
efficiencies obtained may be lower than those obtainable with a
variable-area exhaust nozzle that would petit operation at limiting
turbine-outlet temperature for all tail-pipe fuel-air ratios. Perform-
ance near limiting turbine-outlet temperature was unaffected, however,
and comparison of trends of the data obtained with each series of burner
configurations.having the smne exhaust-nozzle area is valid.

In the succeedhg figures, the maximun-’f’uel-.airratio represents
~peration at approximately limiting @rbine-outlet temperature with the
particular size exhaust-nozzleused, and the minimum fuel-air ratio
represents operation near the lean blow-out limit. Except where other-
wise noted, the burner operating con@itiohs_i.nthe “succeedingfi~es
are expressed as the range of burner-inlet pressures and the average
burner-inlet velocity between these fuel-air ratio limits.

-.
.
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Effect of flsme-holder mrangement. - Inthe design of a.tail-
pipe burner, flsme-holder design is one of.theprimary factors to be
considered. Study of this design vsriable included an evaluation
of a lsrge number of flame holders having different geometries fid
blocked areas. The performance of seven configurations [series A and
B, table I) are smnmsxized in figures 7 to 9 to indicate the effect
of flame-holder design on burner performance. The fourseries A
flsme holders were investigated in a 29-inch-dismeter tail-pipe burner
having sn inlet velocity of approximately 420 feet per second, and the
three series B flame holders were investigated in a 32-inch-dismeter
burner (installed on.a different engine) with burner-inlet velocities
from 425 to 515 feet per second.

}

Because of the difference in burner-inlet velocity, comparisons
between the data of figures 7 and 8 are not valid; however, comparisons
of the data within either figure may be made to indicate the effect of
flame-holder type on combustion efficiency. At burner-inlet total
pressures of 2500 to 3400 pounds per square foot (fig. 7(a)) the peak
combustion efficiencies obtained with the four types of flame holder
were within about 0.05 of each other. It is noted that the peak

A. efficiency with the stage-type-fuel-cooledflame holder occurred at
a tail-pipe fuel-air ratio of approximately 0.029, whereas the peak

-.. efficiency of the other flsme holders occurred at tail-pipe fuel-air
.> ratios in the region of 0.04. This trend was more apparent in data

●

not included, which showe”dthat the combustion efficiency of the fuel-
coole,df-e holder rapidly deueased in comparison with those of the
other flame holders at fuel-air ratios above approximately 0.035. This
decrease in combustion efficiencywas probably due to fuel being
injected close to the gutters, thereby producing a stoichiometricmix-
ture in that region at relatively low over-all tail-pipe fuel-air
ratios, whereas for the other flsme holders fuel was more unifol’mly
distributed at a station some distance upstream. The rapid decrease
in conibustionefficiency above a tail-pipe fuel-air ratio of 0.035
precludes operation of the fuel-cooled type of flsme holder at high
fuel-air ratios with high exhaust-gas temperature.

When lurner-inlet total pressure was reduced, corresponding to
operation at higher altitudes, the effect of flsme-holder design becsne
more apparent. Reducing the burner-inlet total pressure to values
between 400 snd 600 pounds per squsze foot (fig. 7(b)) slightly lowered
cmbustion efficiency of the two-ring V-gutter type flsme holder,
markedly lowered ”combustionefficiency of the semito~oidal flame holder,

. and resulted in a very weak flsme with attendsnt low conibustioneffi-
ciency for the pilot-cone flame holder. Combustion waa not obtainable
with the fuel-cooled flsme holder at these pressures.

‘-a...
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The combustion efficiencies obtained with the configurations - .—

operated at burner-inlet velocities of 475 to 515 feet per second
J.

(fig. 8) were similarly reduced as burner-iiTletpressure was lowered. “ “-“ .N
At inlet pressures between 1275 and 1400 pounds per square fdot,
the two-ring V-gutter had the highest combustion efficiency and the E
pilot-cone flame holder had the lowest.

wing operation at burner-inlet pressures between 425 and ___
525 pounds per square foot, a sudden rise in combustion efficiency some-
times occurred frmn a low to a considerablyhigher level, and the
two-ring V-gutter and the radial-gutter~lmpe holders could be
operated over a range of fuel-air ratios at two levels of combustion
efficiency, as shown in figure 8(b). ~is phenomenon is explainable .._
from observations of the flsme through a periscope; these observations
indicated that immediately following a start at low burner-inlet
pressures with low tail-pipe fuel-air ratios, the flsme seated only
on the pilot cone with the radial-gutter flsme holder installed, and
on the pilot cone and inner ring of the flsme holder with the two-ring
V-gutter type flsme holder installed. As the tail-pipe fuel-air ratio
was increased, with an attendant rise in burner-inlet temperature ~d.
pressure, conditions for combustion were progressively improved until
the flmne propagated outward to the remaining flsme-holder surfaces,
resulting in a marked improvement in combustion efficiency. With the
flsme then seated on the entire flsme holder, it was possible to reduce
tail-pipe fuel-air ratio to relatively low values at the higher
combustion-efficiencylevel. Such operation at the higher efficiency
level and reduced tail-pipe fuel-air ratios probably resulted from the
higher burner-inlet temperature and pressure and the beneficial effecte
of the hot metal surfaces of the flame holder and the burner liner. The
pilot-cone flame holder was inoperative at burner-inlet pressures
between 425 and 525 pounds per square foot.

.—

●

—
.—

Performance of the several flame-holdertypes is compared in
figure 9, in which the variation of peak combustion efficiency with
burner-inlet total.pressure is shown for each flame holder. As indi-
cated by these data, higher combustion efficiencies were obtained with
the two-ring V-gutter type flame holders having a blocked area of about
30 percent them with any other type investigated,particularly at the ~
lower pressures. At low altitudes corresponding to burner-inlet
pressures above approximately 2000 pounds per square foot, combustion ““.._..-
efficiency was not greatly affected in most cases by flame-holder type.
As might be expected, the pilot-cone flame holder having the same fuel .
system used tith each of the other flame holders (except the fuel-cooled
flame holder) had the lowest conibustionefficiency at all altitudes.
Nevertheless, flame holders having low block%d area, such as the pilot- Y
cone or semitoroidal flame holders, may be most suitable for installa-
tions requiring tai.1.-pipeburning only at take-off or at low altitudes.
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With such an installation,the slight sacrifice in combustion efficiency
at these operating conditions may be outweighed by the reduced tail-pipe
pressure losses during the remainder of the flight with the burner
inoperative. It shouldbe noted that as the burner-inlet total pressure
was raised above approximately 2200 pounds per squsre foot, a slight
reduction in combustion efficiency occurred with some of the flsme
holders. The reason for this reduction is not fully understood,
although it is attributed to a change in the fuel-air ratio distribution
with altitude as a result of the variation in fuel injection pressure
and turbfne-outlet flow distribution.

Effect of gutter width and g~tter angle. - With the two-ring
V-gutter type flsme holders, which were shown to have higher combustion
efficiencies thsu the other flsme holders investigated, it has been
found that gutter size and gutter angle affect the performance and
operating limits. In several investigations at the Lewis laboratory,

it has been observed that V gutters measuring ~ to 2 inches across

the open end had significantly higher conibustionefficiencies and
higher altitude operating limits than smaller gutters. An isolated .

investigation with a 3-inch gutter indicated no further improvement in
performance.

The effect of gutter angle on combustion efficiency, shown in
figure 10, was investigatedby operating a tail-pipe burner with three
different two-ring annulsr V-gutter flame holders which were identical
except for the included angle of the gutters. Annular V gutters having
included angles of 20°, 35°, and 50° were used for the thee fl~e
holders, with the tidth across the open end of the gutters maintained

3 inches; consequently each blocked a~roximately 30 percent of theat 1~
combustion-chamber cross-sectional area. At burner-inlet total pressures
of 1275 to 1475 pounds per square foot {fig. 10(a)),variation in gutter
angle had only a slight effect on ccunbustionefficiency, but at inlet
pressures of 425 to 525 pounds per square foot (fig. 10{b)) the com-
bustion efficiency with a 50* gutter,angle was considerably below that
with the other two gutter angles. For most conditions,the highest
efficiencies wffe obtained with a 35° gutter angle. These data are
summarized in figure 11, in which variation in peek combustion effi-
ciency with gutter angle is shown. The gutter angle giving the highest
combustion efficiencies decreased from approximately 35° to 25° as the
average burner-inlet pressure was reduced from 1400 to 500 pounds per
square foot. The decrease in combustion efficiency that accompanied
a reduction in burner-inlet pressure became more pronounced as the
gutter angle was increased.

f
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The data thus far presented have indicated that at low burner-inlet .——.— -
pressures the best performance characteristics can be obtained with a .’,-
two-ring V-gutter type flsne holder having q gutter angle of 25° to 35°,
a blocked area of 30 percent of the combustion-chamberarea, and measur- .:

ing 1* ta 2 inches across the open end of the gutters. ~is general =- ... 1 ~

flame-holder arrangement was selected for the investigation.of the other .
tail-pipe burner variables discussed in this report.

Fuel Distribution -

After a flsme holder has been selected, it”is necessary to establish
the fuel distribution that will give maximum coribustion.efficiency. ““
Because maximum combustion efficiencies at-high fuel-air ratios can be
expected with a perfectly homogeneous mixture, the attainment of maxi=
exhaust-gas temperature, which requires high efficiency at approximately
stoichiometric”fuel-air ratio, would require that fuel be so injected
that the air and fuel mixture is uniform across the burner. Attainment
of such d mixture requires that the fuel distribution across the burner
be tailored to each engine, because the velbcity profile near the tur-.
bine outlet, and consequently at the btinei~”iilet,differs from one
engine make or model to another. Some typical velocity distributions,
measured near the turbine’outlet of three different engines, are shown
in figure 1.20 In general, the velocities were highest near the outer
wall of the tail-pipe diffuser and decreased near the inner wallj
requiring a correspondingradial vsriation in fuel distribution to
obtain a uniform fuel and air mixture.

— —

.

,..-

Another factor taken into account in selecting the fuel &Lstri-
butions used in this investigationwas the provision of a layer of
fuel-free gas at the burner inlet for the pqose of cooling. Part of
this layer passed-between the liner and the burner shell and part along .- ‘-”
the inner wall of the cooling liner. Further refinements in tail-pipe
cooling techniques may obviate-the need for such a layer of fuel-free

,.

gas along the inner wall of the liner.

Effect of radial fuel distribution. - The effect of radial vari- -.
ations in fuel distribution on tail-pipe performance is summerized by
the data:obtained with two series of injector configurationsthat were
progressively altered to give more nearly homogeneous fuel-air ratio
distributions. Location of the ~el-injection orifices for these con-
figurations is shown in.figures 13 and 14, which sre drawn to scale,
and
16.
the

the performance with these locations &re compared in
For-one series of configurations (fig. 13),fuel was
annulsr diffuser through 12 streamlined spray tubes,

figures 15-and’
injected into
similar to those s
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illustrated In figure 3, located l% inches upstream of the flame
.

holder. Injection of fuel fairly close to the inner cone with these
two configurations resulted in a rich fuel-air mixture at the center
of the burner. This rich zone was found desirable for providing a
stable flsme on the pilot cone. For the other series of configura-
tions, a conical diffuser was inserted between the outlet of the
annular diffuser and the burner inlet. The fuel injectors (fig. 14)

were inetalled in the conical diffuser 2($ to 2$ inches upstream of

the flsme holder. This slight difference in mixing length among the
tlrreeconfigurations of series E was considered to have no significant
effect on the performance. With this series of configurations, fuel
was injected through 20 conical spray nozzles for configuration El
and through 20 streamlined spray tubes for configurations E2 and E3.
With the D series of configurations (fig. 13), the gas velocities were
highest near the outer wall of the diffuser, whereas, with the E series
(fig. 14), the highest velocities were near the center of the flow
passage due to flow separation at the juncture of the annular and
conical diffuser sections.

Progressively altering the injectors for both series of con-
figurations so as to obtain a more homogeneous fuel and air distri-
bution raised the peak conibustionefficiency at each burner-inlet

~, pressure and shifted the region of peak conibustionefficiency to a
higher fuel-air ratio (figs. 15 and 16). Both factors contributedr
to the attainment of higher exhaust-gas temperatures. The improved

● performance at high fuel-air ratios was obtained, however, with
a sacrifice in combustion efficiency at the low fuel-air ratios.
These trends indicate the necessity of a dual fuel-injection system
if high combustion efficiencies me required over a wide range of fuel-
air ratios. Such a dual injection system should provide locally rich
mixtures in the region of the flsme-holder gutters for low fuel-air
ratio operation and a uniform mixture for high fuel-air ratio operation.

Effect of direction of fuel injection. - In order to determine
whether the direction in which the fuel was injected into the gas
stresm by the spray tubes had smy effect on combustion efficiency, fuel
was injected in an upstream direction, a downstream direction, and from
either side of the spray tubes normal to the direction of flow. The
results obtained (fig. 17) indicated no apparent effect of the direction
of fuel injection on combustion efficiency. Absence of any effect is
indicative of poor penetration of the fuel jets injected upstream or
normal to the gas flow because of the high stresm velocity. A relatively
large number of.spray tubes may therefore be required to obtain circum-

, ferential uniformity-of

?

distribution.
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Effect of mixing length. - It was felt.that increasing the mixing
length between the fuel injectors and the flane hold=, thereby allow-’” ‘“-~
ing-more time for vaporization of tliefuel, might improve combustion . .t
efficiency. The effect of so increasing the fuel mixing length from c

17A to 24 inches is showzin figure 18. At burner-inlet total pres- “ U .,.
2

-$
2

sures of-1200 ‘to1425 pounds per”squ.~e foot, the peak combustiogeffi- ““
ciency was raised only about 5 percent by this increase in mixing le~thj

however, at burner-inlet total pressures of 450 to 525 pounds per ~.~~>
square foot,the peek combustion efficiency was raised 35”percent, indi-
cating the desirability of long mixing lengths, particularly at low
burner-inlet pressures.

.-

Burner-Inlet Velocity
.—

The detrimental effect that high velocities have on.combustion.
efficiency is recognized. Uncertainty has -existed,however, concerning
what velocities might be considered high for a tail-pipe burner u.d how ~ -
serious high inlet velocities are. In order to investigate the effect .—-_

of burner-inlet velocity, three cylindrical tail-pipe combustion chmiberd
,-:
==

4 feet long and.29.,32,”&d 34 inches in &ismeter, respectively,were
successively installed on an engine. Each combustion chamber included
a two-ring V-gutter flame holder that,blocked 27 to 30 pe~cent of the

combustion area and had-a gutter width of approximately 1- inches.
4

All

configurationswere operated with the same exhaust=nozzlearea. In
addition, the 29-inch-diameterburner configurationwas operated on
snother engine of different design. Data for three of these configura-
tions with fnlet velocities from 420,to 555 feet per secondsre shown
in figure 19.

Within the accuracy of the data, no sign~ficsmtichange in corn- “
bustion efficiency was caused by increasing burner-inlet velocity from
420 to 510 feet per second, except at low tail-pipe fuel-air ratios.
At low inlet pressures, however, the combustion efficiency was con-
siderably redu-ced“whenburner-inlet veloci~y”was further increased to ‘“
560 feet per second. Although the perforn@ce data are not available~–
operation with the fourth configuration at burner-inlet velocities
slightly above 600 feet per second was possible at inlet pressures as
low asapproximately 900 pouqds per square foot. Combustion.appeared ~
to be unstable at this condition and no operation was possible with

burner-inlet pressure of 600 pounds perthis inlet velocity at a
square foot.

The effect of inlet
summarized in figure 20,

velocity on tail-pipe burner performance is
in which the variation of pesk combustion
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efficiency and total-pressure-loss ratio with burner-inlet velocity sre
shown for several inlet pressures. These data show that at low burner-
inlet pressures, maximum combustion efficiencies were obtained when the
burner-inlet velocity tid not exceed 450 to 500 feet per second. At
a given burner-inlet velocity, the difference in momentum pressure loss
between high and low burner-inlet total pressures was apparently within
the accuracy of the data, permitting over-all total-presswe-loss ratio
to be represented by a @agle curve. In addition to the reductfon in
combustion efficiency with increased burner-inlet velocity, there was ‘
an appreciable rise in total-pressure-loss ratio. This increase in
total-pressure-lossratio with increased burner-inlet velocity would
be reflected in a lower augmented thrust for a given exhaust-gas
temperature. Also, with the burner inoperative, the attendant rise in
friction pressure loss would reduce the available thrust. It is there-
fore desirable from considerations of both combustion efficiency at
high altitude and pressure loss to maintain burner-inlet velocity as
low as possible.

At high burner-inlet pressures, corresponding to operation at sea
level or at low altitudes and high flight speeds, low-frequency flash-
back into the diffuser or high-frequency screaming combustion sometimes‘

.

occurred. Operation With scresming combustion has resulted in very
severe pressure pulsations that caused damage to the burner. In some
instances the flame seated b flow-separation reg~ons on the difflmer
inner cone or on the lee side of the struts, thereby imnersing the flame
holder in flame and causing it to burn out. These problems maybe
aggravated in burners designed to operate at low inlet velocities,
inasnnmh as low velocities ne= the diffuser.exit are conducive to
flashback. Methods of eliminating flashback or screaming conibustion
are not yet available; however, improved diffuser design may relieve
these conditions. A dual fuel-injection system may also be required
to obtain the advantage of upstream injection for high-altitude opera-
tion and to reduce the tendency for flashback by injection near the .
flame holder at low,altitudes. 33urningon the lee side of the struts
has been eliminated by shortening the chord of the struts and so
relocating the fuel injectors that fuel was injected downstream of the
strut trailing edges.

Combustion-(lmnber Len&h

The effect of combustion-chamber length on tail-pipe combustion
efficiency shown in figure 21, was investigated by using nominal
lengths of 2, 4, and 6 feet in otherwise identical burner cotiigura-
tions. These burners were 32 inches in diameter, included a two-ring

. V-gutter flame holder, sndwere operated at burner-inlet velocities of
470 to 525 feet per second. At inlet pressures of 1300 to 14~ pounds

t
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per square foot, only.slight reductions in combustion efficiency resulted
from decreasing the length from.6 to 4 feet, whereas at inlet pressties
of 425 to 575 pounds per squsre footgthis reduction in burner length
lowered peak combustion efficiency 33 percentage points. A further
reduction in length to 2 feet decreased the peak combustion efficiency
approximately 11 percentage points at inlet pressures of 1300 to 1450
pounds per square foot, and at inlet pressures of 425 to 575 pounds per
square foot the peak combustion efficiency was only 11 percent.

—.

The effect of combustion-chamberlengthf)n peak con.ibustioneffi-
ciency and total-pressure-lossratio is shown in figure 22. At burner--
inlet total pressures from 1350 to’2150 pounds per square “foot,an “-
increase in burner length from 2 to 4.feet resulted in an increase in
peak combustion efficiency of approximately 11.percentage.points. A
further increase in burner length from 4 to 6 feet produced only slight”
additional improvements in combustion efficiency. At burner-inlet total
pressures frcm 425 to 525 pounds per square foot, however, where the
combustion efficiency was only 11 percent with a 2-foot b~n.er length,
increases in nominal burner length from 2 to 4 feet and from 4 to 6 feet
raised the combustion efficiency to 25 and 58 percent, respectively.
As would be expected, total-pressiire-lossratio rose only slightly,
approximately 0.006, as combustion-chamberle@th was-increased from
2 to 6 feet. The increase in tail-pipe combustion efficiency that can ~“
be obtained by lengthening a combustion chamber will therefore be
accompanied by only a negligible loss tn au~ented and unaugmented thru6~.

Tail-Pipe Cooling

In attempts to obtain maximum thrust and consequently maximum
exhaust-gas temperature with tail-pipe“burni~, cooling of the tail-
pipe shell and the exhaust nozzle becomes an j.mportantconsideration.
One method of cooli~ the tail-pipe shell is .toprovide a layer of
unburned gases at approximatelyturbine--outlet”tempera’t~e along the -
inside of the burner shell. Such a layer of relatively low-temperattie -
gases can be obtained by so distributing the fuel and positioning the .,
flame holder that no burning takes place near the outer wall. This
method of cooling is satisfactorywhen maxim~ thrust au@nentation is
not required, such as operation with a center;~ilotor single ring _
flame holder. For operation at maximum obtainable exhaust-gas tempera-
tures, particularly at high altitudes where the fuel is inJected well
upstream of the flsme holder to obtain improved combustion efficiency,
control of fuel-distribution so as to keep the burning away from the
outer shell was difficult.. In such cases, the”exhaust nozzle and the
downstream portion of the burner slell often becsme overheated.
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It was felt that a solution to this problem might be installation
. of a liner inside the burner shell, as shown in figure 2, with a small

radial space between the liner and the shell through which gas at

a approximately turbine-outlet temperature could be directed. Several
m
o such liners were investigated in a tail-pipe burner 4 feet in length
N incorporating a conical exhaust nozzle. Operation with several liners

having radial spacings of 1/2 to 1 inch between the liner and the
burner shell, and extending upstresm 2 to 4 feet from the burner outlet
indicated that most effective cooling was obtained with a liner extend-
ing from the burner inlet to within 2 inches of the exhaust-nozzle
outlet and having a radial spacing between the liner and burner shell
of approximately 1/2 inch. A radial spacing of less than 1/2 inch
apparently would be satisfactory from cooling considerations,but
structural considerations of the installation dictated this dimension
as a practical minimum.

.

Typical tail-pipe burner-shell and liner temperatures measured at
the downstream end of the burner sre compared with e~ust-gas tempera-
ture in figure 23. The”liner extended from the burner inlet to within
2 inches of the exhaust-nozzle outlet with a radial space of 1/2 inch
between the liner sad burner shell. Approximately 6 percent of the
tail-pipe gas flowed through the radial space. Because a fixed-area
exhaust nozzle was used, turbine-outlet temperature increased with
exhaust-gas temperature; the results sre therefore presented as
functions of turbine-outlet temperature. As e~ust-gas temperature
was increased to 2900° R, with an attendant rise in turbine-outlet
temperature to 1680° R, temperatures of the burner shell and burner
liner rose to.1460° and 21200 R, respectively. Although the downstream
portion of the inner liner reached temperatures at which the metal
strength was greatly reduced, the low stress on the liner precluded
rapid failure.

Later investigations at exQaust-gas temperatures up to 3500° R
with a cooling liner extending the full length of a tail-pipe burner
and fixed portion of a variable-area exhaust nozzle indicated that
sufficient cooling was provided to prevent any portion of the outer
shell from exceeding a temperature at which it glowed a dull red in
darkness. Metal temperatures were not measured during these later
investigations however, it was observed that during such operation the
inner liner appeared to be at a yellow heat for a few inches upstream
of the exhaust-nozzle outlet. This cooling liner, which is shown in
fi~e 24, was still in satisfactory condition efter approximately
40 hours of operation over a range of conditions, including a number of
runs at exhaust-gas temperatures between 3(X)0°and 3500° R.
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Particular attention must be given the method of supporting such
a liner because of differential expansion between the liner and the
burner shell, and because over a portion of the liner a higher pres--
sure exists in the cooling passage than in the burning region. After
investigating several methods of support~ it-,wasfound that the use ~-
of interlocking, longitudinal stringers along the burner ,shelland
inner liner, as indicated in figure a) was.most satisfactory= ~~s “-”
arrangement maintained the liner at the proper tist~ce from the burner
shell, yet per@tted differential-expansion..inboth the lon@tudinQ -,
and circumferential directions. Because the longitudinal forces on I
the liner were in the rear’warddirection, the liner was prevented from
shifting longitudinally in the burner shell by the convergence”of the
exhaust nozzle.

. -—

. . *.
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—
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It shouldbe pointed out there there was some heat transfer from
the tail-pipe burner$ to the external air stream, which varied in
temperature from 0° to 10QO F and flowed over the burner shell at

.-

velocities of 25 to 75 feet per second. In-addition, there was some “-
.-

radiation to the tunnel wall. Therefore, slthough the results Indi- =. .... .T..
cate that an inner liner will-provide adequate she~ c.001iw for ~.
exposed’installation operating at exhaust-gas temperatures.upto

-.-.—..—-

35000 R, it is possible that some external cooling may alsobe
<

required when the.burner is enclosed in a shroud dr a nacelle.
..:

— — “&-..— .—
.

Ignition Systems .

Igniting the.mixture of fuel and air inthe tail-pipe burner has
proved.to be a troublesome problem. Two of.the many arrangements of
spark plugs and pilot fuel nozzles that have,been used are shown in

‘figure 25(a). One ignition system consisted-of a very small ram jet
located just ahead of the main flame holder. The ram jet had its own ‘“
inlet diffuser, fuel nozzle, spark plug, and flame holder, and was
intended to send a jet of flame back to the main flame holder. A
number of different modifications of this arrangement proved com-
pletely unreliable. Another arrangement consisted of a sy~k Plug ..
located in a depression at the end of the diffuser inner cone. The
spark plug was used to ignite fuel supplied~to the .yilotregion by
a separate nozzle in the pilot zone or fuel..euppliedfirom the main
fuel-spray tubes. This system was effective up to altitudes of

.. 30,000to 40,000feet when the sparkplug operated.~utit WaS diff~- ~
cult to maintain high-voltage insulation inside the tail pipe. When
the ignition system did not operate, the stqnd-by method of igniting
the tail-pipe burner fuel was a rapid acceleration of the engine,
which resulted in a burst of flame into the tall pipe. This method ‘:

proved effective but i.snot good operating procedure.
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The most satisfactory scheme for igniting the tail-pipe-burner
fuel was sn outgrotih of the use of engine accelerations for ignition.
With this scheme (fig. 25(b)), as soon as fuel was introduced into
the tail-pipe bmner~ additional fuel was injected into one of the
engine combustors for 1/2 to 5 seconds in sufficient quantity to
approximately double the fuel-air ratio in that combustor; The momen-
tary rich mixture in the combustor produced a streak of flane in the
tail pipe sufficient to ignite the tail-pipe burner fuelj hence the
names “hot-streak” or “hot-shot” by which it is known. The location
at which the additional fuel is injected does not appear to be impor-
tant. In some installations the flow through one of the main engine
fuel nozzles was momentarily increased, and in other installations
the fuel was injected either in a solid jet from an orifice or from
a spray nozzle directed through a hole midway down the combustor liner.

Dependable ignition with a number of tail-pipe burner configura-
tions has been obtained with this system at altitudes up to 53,000 feet.
As many as 100 to 300 starts have been made on each of several engines
using this system for 1/2- to 5-secorulsduration. As a result of the
thermal lag of the metal surfaces momentarily exposed to the igniter
flame, there has been no sign of damage to the engines on which it was
used. Use of the hot-strealignitor at this laboratory has been con-
fined to engines hating can-type Combustorsj however, satisfactory

+! operation has been obtained elsewhere with engines having annular-type
combustors.

. With the use of specification AN-F-58 fuel~in tail-pipe burners,
consistent autoignition has been obtained at turbine-outlet tempera-
tures above 1150° F at an altitude of 25,000 feet and at approximately
13C0° F at 50,000 feet. With one burner, the fuel-air ratio required
for ignition in this manqer was approximately 0.01 at an altitude of
25,000 feet and above 0.03 at an altitude of 50,000 feet. similar
trends were obtained with another burner, although autoignition could
be obtained with a slightly lower fuel-air ratio at an altitude of
50,000 feet. Ignition under these conditions is possible because of ,
the relatively low surface-ignition temperature of specification
AN-F-58 fuel, 4950 F. The fuel previously used almost exclusively
in tail-pipe burners at the Lewis laboratory, unleaded gasoline con-
forming to specification AN-F-48b, has a surface ignition tempera-
ture of 5700 F. Autoignition was not obtained with AN-F-48b under
the minimum conditions at which AN-F-58 ignited. Further experience
with autoignition of specification AN-F-58 fuel is necesssry to deter-
mine whether there are any objectionable characteristics of t~s
ignition scheme such as explosive ignition.

.
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Tail-pipe Pressure ~sses -

One factor of importance in selecting a tail-pipe-b.yrnerdesign
is the loss in unaugmented thrust. This l&s.qis inducedby increased
total-pressure losses across the tail-pipe Burner andby reductions
in effective nozzle-velocity coefficient. The effect of tail-pipe

PQ-P~
total-pressure-lossratio — P4 on the ratio of unaugmented net

thrust with no tail-pipe total-presuure losses is shown In figure 26 ~
for several values of effective nozzle-velocity coefficient. These
results, which were calculated for an altitude of 30,000 feet and a
flight Mach nuriberof 0.8, We based on performance values of current.
engines operating at normsl rated cruise conditions. As shown in fig-
ure 26, an increase in total-pressure-lossratiO Qf 0.05 restits in a.
loss in net thrust of approximately 2.5 percent, Wd a decrease in
velocity coefficient of 0.05 results in a net-thrust loss of approxi-
mately 7 percent. Calculations for other flight speeds and altttudes
indicate that the results are affected only slightly by changes in
flight conditions. As flight Mach number is increased, the effect
of velocity”coefficient on the thrust ratio increases slightly and
the effect of pressure loss remains about the same. AS altitude is
increased, the effect of these variables on the thrust loss is
decreased slightly.

.’
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Variable-Area Exhaust Nozzles M

One of the items required for efficient thrust modulation of a
tail-pipe burner is a continuouslyvariable-area exhaust nozzle. At
the present time one of the most promising is the clamshell-type nozzle. ;
The two most important considerationsin designigg a clamshell nozzle
are its efficiency in producing thrust and its durability. High effi-
ciency can be obtained by using a nozzle having a planar outlet and by
eliminating leakage between the fixed and mgvable portions of the
nozzle, as discussed in reference 9.’ Durability canbe obtainedby ‘
providing cooling, by designing.the nozzle..sothat it does not warp ,..._._-
or jam, and by providing adequate sealing between the movable and
fixed portions of the nozzle.

Several clamshell-type continuously variable-area exhaust nozzles
of different designs have been used on tail-pipe burners at this
laboratory. Four of the nozzles that have been used are shown in
figure 27j nozzles A and B
and D are of NACA design.
spring metal strips welded

were commercially designed, “&ndnozzl&! C
Nozzles A, B, aridC were sealedby thin .
to the fixed portion of the nozzles and
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making contact
retracted into

with the movable lips. For nozzle D,
the space between the outer shell and

the movable lips
cooling liner of

the nozzle. Sealing-was providedby Inconel braid attached to the
outer surface of the movable lips.

When closed or partly closed the outlet of nozzle A was non-
planer, which resulted in considerable spreading of the jet parallel
to the major axis of the outlet. As a result, considerable thrust
loss was encountered with this nozzle as compared with that for a fixed
conical nozzle (reference 9). In addition, warpage end inadequate
sealing were encountered with this nozzle. After a few minutes of
operation with tail-pipe burning, it became impossible to operate the
movable lips because of warpage of the nozzle.

For nozzle B, which had a planar outlet in both the open and
closed positions, and for which the sealing was improved over that of
nozzle A, the effective velocity coefficient was approximately the
same as that of a fixed conical nozzle (fig. 28(a)). The effective
velocity coefficient is defined as the ratio of thrust measured tith
the tunnel balance to thrust calculated from rake measurements obtained
a short distance upstresm of the outlet of the fixed portion of the
exhaust nozzle. Although the effective velocity coefficient is
slightly higher than the velocity coefficient obtained in the usual
msaner from pressure measurements at the nozzle inlet, it is felt that
the difference is small. Other work indicates that nozzle velocity
coefficients are primarily dependent on the manner in which the jet
leaves the nozzle exit, therefore, because the differences in nozzle
geometry between the fixed- and variable-area nozzles occur downstream
of the survey plane, the comparisons are considered valid. When the
pressure ratio across the exhaust nozzle was subcritical, below
approximately 1.8, the effective velocity coefficient was lowest near
the intermediate nozzle position.where the outlet was nonplanar. At
supercritical pressure ratios, nozzle position had no apparent effect.
This nozzle was used for approximately 8 hours of tail-pipe-burning
operation without structural failure. For a given presuure ratio
across the exhaust nozzle, the thrust was considerably higher with
nozzle C than with nozzle A, and was nearly as high as with a conical
nozzle (reference 9). Nozzle C slso provided reasonably good sealing
and was undamaged after 40 minutes of tail-pipe burning.

-.

Nozzle D, which was designed to provide sealing between the fixed
and movable portions of the nozzle in a relatively cool region, is most
most promising with respect to installation in a nacelle or fuselage
structure where space is limited in the region of the exhaust nozzle.
Effective velocity coefficients for this nozzle and a fixed conical
nozzle are compared in figure 28(b). Although scatter of the data
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preyent accurate determinationof the effective velocity coefficients,
the mean value at each pressure ratio appe~s to aPProxi~te that of . ‘--;
the fixed conical nozzle. Unlike the other nozzles, sealing between
the fixed and movable portions of this nozzle is not essentia3

L
“%because s,nYle~~e flow passing between the fixed qmd movable Per- ‘- ‘ ..——.

tions is exhausted in a rea~=d direction. WarPage of the COOling “ “.-.“;:=
liner near the nozzle outlet occurred titer approximately 1 hour’of .... . .
operation with tail-pipe burning; however, considerably longer life .-=
siould
in the

be obtainable-by improved design of-tha cooliw-l~ner suPPo~t - .=--~_-~
exhaust-nozzle section.

.-.—
Diffusers .—

Because turbine-outlet gas velocity is for most engines within

.—.

the range shown in figure 14, the flow must-be diffused to approxi-
...,

mately half of the turbine-outlet velocity to obtain acceptable burner
performance and operation. Design of the tail-pipe diffuser to obtain
maximum pressure recovery is therefore important-in minimizing losses
in both augmqnted.and unaugmented thrusts. .T’hetask of efficient”dif-” -.
fusion is usually complicatedly a radial velocity gradient at the ___ ._ _._~
turbine outlet andby the requirement that a minimum length be used .x
for diffusion. a“

Variation of the over-all friction total-pressure-lossratio with
corrected engine speed measued with the b~ner inoperative iS sho~~ .
in figure 29 for a tail-pipe burner haviu..two ~fferen?..@i$fWerE
installed. The diffuser having the long inner cone was used in config-
uration J1 for which over-all performance data are presented. A two-
ring V-gutter flame holder blocking 30 percent-of the cross-sectional
area was installed in the burner. Also included in figure 29 are the ~
friction total-pressure-lossratios for the standard engine tail pipe)
the friction total-pressure-lossratios for one of the diffuser-
burner combinations with.no flame holder installed, and sketches
showing the lines of the diffusers and standard engine tail PiPe. —-
The areas of bothhdiffusers increased gradually at-the forwmd end
where the velocities were highest, and the inner cones followed the
same lines to the station at which the area ratio was 1.3, after which
the short cone had a much more rapid area change than the long cone.
Area ratio is defined as the ratio of the flow area under considera-
tion.to the inlet flow area. The over-all area ratio of the diffusers
was 2.10, which gave an average burner-inlet ,velocityof 465 feet per
second at rated engine speed. The diffuser configurations and the
standard engine tail pipe were used with anexhaust nozzle that per-
mitted operation at approximately limiting-turbine-outlettemperature
at rated engine speed with no tail-pipe bwcning.

.—
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Comparison of the data.
holders installed indicates

%.
%’

21

for the two configurations with the flame
that shortening the inner cone and enlarg-

ing the piloi zone at the end of the inner cone raised the over-all
total-pressure-loss ratio at 97.5 percent of rated speed from 0.046 to
0.053, which correswnds to a net-thrust reduction of less than
0.5 percent. With the flame holder removed from the burner having the
short cone diffuser, the total-pressure-loss ratio at rated speed was
lowered to 0.031, which was approximately the same as for the standard
engine tail pipe. Although installation of the burner in place of the
standard tail pipe had a negligible effect on the tail-pipe pressure
losses, installation of the flsme holder raised the total-pressure-loss
ratio of the diffuser-burner combination by 0.02 with an attendant
reduction in net thrust of about 1.0 percent.

Typical Performance Characteristics

The over-all performance of a tail-pipe burner including a number
of the desirable design features thus far discussed was obtained from
reference 7 and is shown in figures 30 =d 31 fwaltitudes of 25~oW

and 45,000 feet and several flight Mach numbers. Details of the
burner, which included a V-gutter type flame holder, radial spray “

f tubes, a continuously variable-area exhaust nozzle, and a cooling
liner, are given in table I (configurationJl). The maximum tail-pipe
fuel-air ratios represent operation near limiting turbine-outlet tem-
perature with the variable-area exhaust nozzle completely opened,.
except at flight Mach numbers above 0.59 at an altitude of 25,(200feet
where overheating of the burner shell occurred, and at flight Mach
numbers above 1.08 at an altitude of 45,(Y3Ofeet where maintaining ,
the test conditions became exceedingly difficult. The minimum tail-
pipe fuel-air ratios at each flight condition are well above the
lean blow-out limit.

At each altitu~~ and tail-pipe fuel-air ratio, the increases in
turbine-outlet pressure that accompanied increases in flight Mach
number raised combustion efficiency and thereby increased exhaust-gas
temperature. At a given fuel-air ratio, the augmented thrust ratio
also increased with flight Mach number. At an altitude of 25,030 feet
and fuel-air ratios above 0.045, flight Mach nuniberhad no apparent
effect on specific fuel cons~ptionj at an altitude of 45,000 feet,
however, the specific fuel consumption was reduced as flight Mach num-
ber was increased. Peak combustion efficiencies occurred at tail-pipe
fuel-air ratios between 0.04 and 0.05 and decreased only slightly at .
higher fuel-air ratios. The trends of exhaust-gas temperature and

. augmented thrust ratio therefore indicate that firther increases in

.
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augmented thrust would,be obtained with a lar”g’erexhaust nozzle, which __ __ , -.
would permit operation at “higherfuel-air ratios. Peak combustion
efficiency decreased.from approximately 0.88 to 0.71 as burner-inlet
total pressure was reduced from 2254 to 772 po-iuidsper square foot. ___ _, -— N “-
A further reduction in inlet pressure to 592 pounds per”square foot
lowered the peak efficiency to 0.58. The highest exhaust-gas tem-
peratures obtained.with this configuration were approximately 3500° R
at an altitude of 25,000 feet and 3300° R at an altitude of
45,000 feet, with corres~nding combustion efficiencies of approxi-
mately 0.78 and 0.71.

Typical Operating Limits

The lean blow-out limit shown in figure 32 for a tail-pipe burner
oyerating at a flight Mach number of 0;19 in~icates the typical lean.
limit encountered with a series of tail-pipe burners incorporating the _.
desirable design features previously diSCUSSe&, These burners were
similar to configuration J1.for which performance data are presented,
having slight variations in flame-holder and fuel-ip$ector locations.
Adjustment of the variable-area exhaust nozzle permitted the lean
blow-out limits to be obtained while operating near limiting turbine
temperature= An increase in altitude raised the tail-pipe fuel-air .:
ratio at which lean blow-out occurredj operation was possible,
however, at fuel-air ratios as low as 0.004 at an altitude of
15,000 feet and 0.013 at 50,000 feet.

With configurations of this type, rich combustion blow-out was
not encotitered. Maximum tail-pipe fuel-air ratio was limited in most
cases by operation at limiting turbine temperature with the variable-
area exhaust nozzle fully opened. For some cb-tiigurations,where at
high altitudes the exhaust-gas temperature reached a maximum near
stoichiometric fuel-”airratio and no further rise was obtainable at
higher tail-pipe fuel-air ratios, operation w_s not attempted at mix-
tures richer than that corresponding to the peak exhaust-gas
temperature.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The data presented herein indicate, within the limits of present
knowledge, the selection for each design variable appearing necessary
for a tail-pipe burner that till operate with combustion efficiencies
from approximately 85 percent at low altitudes-to approximately
75 percent at an altitude of 45,000 feet. Such a tail-pipe burner
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should include a V-gutter flame holder blocking approximately 30 per-
. cent of the cross-sectional area, with the gutters having an included

1
a
m angle of 25° to 35° and measuring 12 to 2 inches across the open ends.

8 A sheltered region at the end of the diffuser inner cone will provide
improved flame stability. It is desirable to have a burner-inlet
velocity of no more than 450 feet per second, and a constant burner
diameter for a distance of 4 to 6 feet downstream of the flame holder.
Introducing the fuel as close to the turbine outlet as possible with
a spray pattern that gives a nearly homogeneous mixture of fuel and
air is extremely beneficial in raising the cotiustion efficiency at
high fuel-air ratios and low inlet pressures. The design should
include a cooling liner inside the burner shell to provide maximum
shell cooling. In order to obtain efficient thrust modulation, a
workable, continuously variable-area-exhaustnozzle is offered by
the clsmshell design tith either external or internal eyelids.
Finally, a hot-streak igniter installed in one of the engine combus-
tors till proyide dependable tail-pipe-burner ignition.

For installations requiring tail-pipe burning only at take-off
or at low altitudes, the burner design requirements are modified.
Flsme holders such as the pilot-cone flame holder or a single-ring
flame holder, blocking 15 to-20 percent of the burner cross-sectional “
area, may be most suitable because of the low-pressure-loss charac-

—

teristics when the burner is inoperative. Also, less emphasis need
be placed on burner-inlet velocity, burner length, and fuel
distribution.

Letis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio
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APPENDIX - CALCULATIONS ..—. #-

Symbols
—

●
—
.4

cross-sectional area, sq ft .- J. .g.,,.= ._.
m

balance scale force, lb 0)... .

effective velocity coefficient, ratio of scale jet thrust to
rake jet thrust

external drag of installation, lb

drag of exhaust-nozzle survey rake, lb

jet thrust, lb :.

net thrust, lb

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2”ft/sec2

total enthalpy, Btu/lb

“enthalpyof fuel components in.products of

lower heating value of fuel, Btu/lb

total pressure, lb/sq ft

static pressure, lb/sq ft

universal gas constant,

total temperature, %

static temperature, %

velocity, ft/sec

weight flow, lb/see

ratio of specific heats

combustion efficiency

53.4 ft-lb/lb %

—

for gases ::

—
-. .:.- .
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,. “.” ..-— u-.- :-_
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.
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combustion, Btu@
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P density,

Subscripts:

s.

e

f

m

t

x

o

1

4
.

5.

6

air

engine

fuel

gas

sm.gO@ f-t

fuel manifold

tail-pipe burner

inlet duct at slip joint

free-stresm conditions

engine inlet

turbine outlet

burner inlet

exhaust-nozzle outlet

Methods of Calculation
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Exhaust-gas temperature. - Exhaust-gas total temperature was
calculated from the tail-pipe rake pressure measurements and the mass
gas flow through the tail-pipe burner using the concept of flow con-
tinuity, where

Vg = p6A6V6g = p6A6 J- (,)
.
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Combustion efficiency~ - Tail-pipe conibustionefficiency is
definedas the ratio of enthalpy rise through the tail-pipe burner to
heat content of the tail-pipe fuel, disregarding dissociation of the
exhaust gas.

.

Wg 6H6- Wg 4-H4
~b,t = Wf,t hc,t

(3)

Because differences in turbine-outlet instrumentation among the
several engines used resulted in varying accqracy of the turbine-outlet
temperature meas~~ent, the enthalpy at the turbine outlet was
expressed as

..

Wg,4H4 ~Wa Hl+Wf)e ~,e+Wf,e Hf,m (4)

assuming complete combustion in the
at the exhaust-nozzleoutlet can be

engine combustor. The”enthalpy
expressed as

Wg,6 ‘6 ‘WaH6+ (wf,e+wf,t~ “f,6 - ‘fjt %,m (5)

The enthalpy of the fuel components in the products of combustion “f,6
was determined’f%n the hydrogen-carbon ratio of the fuels by the method
explained in reference 10. Substituting equation (4) and (5) into
equation (3), and thereby crediting the tai”l-yipebur,neronly for-the
enthalpy rise due to the tail-pipe fuel giv-es

. .

Wa (Ha,6 - Ha,l) - Wf,ehc,e+ (Wf,e+wf,t) (H’f,6- ~;m)
~b,t= (6)

Wf,t”hc,t

,-
. .-

.-

.— —
-.

J- .-_~
_*

..

.

.-

-. ,
.-

- -.”

-.

-.

.-

— . ...— .--. —--------- *

—
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Burner-inlet velocity. - Velocity at the lmrner inlet was
. lated from the e~ression for flow continuity using the static

measured immediately upstres.mof the flame holder and assuming
total-pressure or total-temperature change between the turbine
and the burner inlet.

T*-1

Wg ()WgRT4 P5 ~
V5. —..—.

P#!5% P5 A15 P4

27

calcu-
pressure
no
outlet

(7)

Tail-pipe fiel-air ratio. - Tail-pipe fuel-air ratio is defined
as the weight ratio of tail-pipe fuel flow to unburned air entering the
tail-pipe burner. In obtaining the following equation, complete com-—
busti&-of the engine fuel

(1

f a
F

c

— —
was assumed:

Wf,t

Wf e
36(X)Wa-~

0.067

The value of 0.067 is the stoichiometric fuel-air
used.

.
Au&gnentedthrust. - The augmented net thrust

subtracting the free-stre& momentum of the inlet
thrust of the installation.

.

(8)

ratio for the fuel

was calculated by
air from the jet

Complete free-stream total pressure recovery was assumed at the engine
inlet.

The jet thrust used in this equation was determined from the
balance scale measurements in the following manner:

Fj=B+D+~+ ++ % (PX-PO) (lo)
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The last two terms in the equation represent”momentum and pressure
forces on the installation at the slip joint in the inlet-air duct. ...
The external drag of the installationD was determined over a range
of test-section velocities with a blind flange installed at the engine
inlet to prevent air flow through the engine. A calibratedbal.anc.e””
piston was used to measure the drag of.the exhaust-nozzle.outlet
rake I&. .—

Standard engine thrust. - The standard engine net thrust was cal-
culated in the same manner as the augmented net thrust.

F
l?aV~

n,e = Fj,e - ~ (11)

The jet thrust obtainable with the standard engine at rated engine
speed was calculated from measurements of turbine-outlet total pressure,
total temperature, and gas flow obtained during tail-pipe burning opera- —

(12)

Experimental data from pretious operation of the engine indicated that
the total-pressure loss across the standard-enginetail pipe between
stations 4 and 6 was approximately 0.032 P4 at rated engine speed;
therefore, p’6 = 0.968 P4. The coefficient_C~ was determined from
calibration of the engine with a standard tail pipe and fixed conical
exhaust nozzle.

.. ,

m “’w
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Tail-pipe fuel-air ratio, (f/a)t
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Figure7.-EffectOf flame-holderdesignon tail-pipecombustionefficiency.
%al.1pilotcone.
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(a) Location’sof radial-spray-t~beorifices,configurational.

1

(b) Locationsof radial-spray-t be orifices,”configuration D2.
?

Figure 13.- I?uelpatternsused with configurationsD1 snd D2.
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(c) Lacationsof radial-spray-tubeorifices,configurationE3.

Figure M - Fuel patternsused’withconfi~tions El, E2, and E3.
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Figure 15. - Effeo% of radialfuel distributionon tall-pipemmbustion efficiency.
Series D configurations(fig. 13).
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Figure17,- Effectof direction of fuel injection on tall-pipe combustion
efficiency.
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to turbine-outlettemperaturefor tail-pipeburnerwith coolimgliner and
fixed-?ma e-ust nozzle. Liner extendedfrom burner inlet to within
2 inohes of e~ust -nozzle outlet. Radial space lj2-inchbetween liner
end burner shell.
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Ffgure 26. - Effect of tail-pipetotel-pressure-lossratio snd exhaust-nozzle
velocity coefficienton ratio of unaugmentednet thrust to net thrusttith
no tail-pipelosses. Altitudej35~030 feet; flight Mach number 0.8.
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